New Think Progress and the Ozzard of Wiz
New Think Progress is happy to share our interview with INGSOC insider, Big Brother
confidant and Fabian-Fascist Footsoldier director, the Ozzard of Wiz, here at the Ministry
of Truth, New Think and New Speak offices. First off, is it okay to call you Wiz, and
how did you get that clever name?
Wiz: As you know, the ruling world leaders are an inbred group of multigenerational,
international crime families and we don’t have that much creative talent. You’re familiar
with the ‘never let a crisis go to waste’ mantra, well the same goes for clever nicknames.
Arthur Jacobs, Inspector General for the CIA was the original Wiz, back when this
shadow government was just developing its assassination and overthrow methods. Since
‘modern’ men can’t read beyond the 140 Twitter character limit and have zero memory
span, we know our secrets are safe.
NTP: We are all familiar with the great success of multilevel racketeering has been in the
banking, Wall Street and no bid war industries sectors, but explain how Multilevel
Information Racketeering works.
Wiz: Our MIR programs work to fake and filter information so the Proles never see the
big picture, one example History. History is a mosaic, which requires massive numbers
of ‘fact dots’ to provide a coherent picture. By carefully selecting the ‘dots’ and
providing the correct lines to connect the dots, we can direct public thinking as required.
It takes decades of dedicated study to present enough dots and lines for an accurate
picture to be presented, by then any presenter can be labeled senile, a crackpot or
conspiracy nut. Our approved History Scribes will use their mantle of authority to finish
the Truth suppression.
NTP: History is largely subjective, but what do you do about science, where repeatable,
predictable, quantifiable results can trump your experts ?
Wiz: Science is a matrix of complex, orderly principles which take an even longer,
dedicated study to master. A well trained scientific mind can use this matrix to filter out
almost any science lie, and to be skeptical of ‘settled’ science fiction. Few dedicate the
time necessary for this knowledge and we are able to use our charlatans, gatekeepers,
cheerleaders and bullies to keep the Proles from ever seeing through the science frauds.
NTP: Give some examples of Multilevel Science Information Racketeering.
Wiz: We are very proud of our trifecta MSIR on energy. We first accuse Carbon
combustion of ‘toxic, climate driving’ super power, then add the net energy loser
‘sustainable’ hoax, and finish with the fossil fuel/peak oil fiction. Any fool can see that
one cubic mile of human CO2 is NOT driving the climate, that photocells, wind mills and
bio-fuels are all net energy losers and that Hydrocarbons are under continuous production
by Earth’s fission heat and elemental byproducts.
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NTP: Can you name other MSIR success stories ?
Wiz: Yes, we are also proud of our monopolist run Big Agra and Big Pharma operations,
where compliant EPA/FDA/CDC policies support our food and medicine manipulation
efforts. The Supreme Court of Science Nit Wits is always assisting in these efforts,
affirming that Carbon Dioxide, a natural, required photosynthesis nano-dust is a toxin.
These black robe diseased Nit Wits also affirm the silly CO2 warming hypothesis,
draconian controls on Sulfur, Ozone, Methane, Nitrous Oxide and other molecules
targeted by our Feral government authorities. The SCS Nit Wits also affirmed the ‘patent
of genes’ scam, where we isolate one set of genes, fire it into another full set of genes and
claim we ‘invented something’. Chromosomes are like FORTRAN, where it is not just
the content of the punch cards, but the correct order of these cards that determines
successful outcomes. Of course, we want harmful mutations, so we limit ‘safety’ testing
to short timetables and our EPA/FDA/CDC partners allow us to only submit ‘useful’
product safety and efficacy studies.
NTP: Since we are nearing the ‘final solution’ to Earths’ pesky Universal Freedom
dreams, please explain the Demonic Warlord organization that will soon impose their
New World Order dystopia.
Wiz: Delighted to, the world banking system was ‘privatized’ by the 1694 Bank of
England Act which codified debt based, fractional reserve, fiat paper currency.
Leveraging the money supply allowed these ‘changers in the temple’ to manipulate the
monarchs, masses and later elected puppets into endless war. WAR is the ultimate feudal
tool, as it allows forced service, forced silence of opposition and funding of elitist owned
NO BID industries. War destroys the expensive war toys, property, means of production
and leaves a compliant population of crippled veterans, widows and orphans. It has taken
a long time to structure our perpetual war objective, but we’ve had non-stop war since
Pearl Harbor.
NTP: With the unexpected Fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, these Warlords faced the
grim prospect of Universal Freedom, how did they avoid that ?
Wiz: Luckily, Poppy, the Don of the Kennebunkport Cosa Nostra was president at that
time, he cut a deal with the Chinese during Tiananmen Square. We would ignore
crushing of the Democracy Movement and declare the ‘New China’ a most favored
nation. We would import massive amounts of US 401K capital, entire manufacturing
sectors and intellectual property to prop our commie buddies, trading the world greatest
economy for the Red Army Iron Rice Bowl. For our perpetual Oceania-Eurasia-Eastasia
WAR scam to work, we needed at least competitive opponents to war game with.
NTP: Poppy also scored big in the fallen soviet union.
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Wiz: Yes, Poppy created the Chinese Miracle, the same way his pappy Prescott created
the Nazi Miracle with is Union Bank money bundling. Poppy then borrowed a page from
history on Russia. European bankers had pitted the inbred monarchs into endless wars
for centuries, but struggled to get America to participate. The Lusitania was loaded with
war material, ordered to half speed in known submarine Irish Sea and sunk with one
forward hold torpedo, and massive secondary explosions. With at 30% German origin
population America had plenty of information on this false flag event. It took the 1917
Espionage Act for puppet Woody Wilson to finally silence Free Speech and J P Morgan
to acquire fifty of the largest opposition newspapers as their owners, editors and reporters
were jailed. German bankers had been funding the Bolsheviks for years. Once America
was suckered into WW One, the British bankers also funded the Bolsheviks, and
immediately the Rothschild, JP Morgan and Armand Hammer robber barons swooped in
to reap the spoils. After the Fall of the Berlin Wall, Poppy and his CIA buddies
borrowed $350 billion and gutted Russian assets under Operation Hammer.
NTP: You mention the threat of Free Speech, is that well contained ?
Wiz: Reporter Edward R Murrow said “A nation of sheep, begets a government of
wolves” and we are the wolves, quickly eliminating the few remaining sheep dogs. With
monopolist control over banking, no bid war industries, the Parrot Press and the Political
Puppet show there is little that our echo chamber media dominance cannot suppress.
NTP: You mention the Parrot Press, explain.
Wiz: Six corporations own 1500 newspapers, 1100 magazines, 9000 radio stations, 1500
TV stations, 2400 publishing companies and 95% of the entertainment/indoctrination
programming, which aptly describes our information system, PROGRAMMING. Cross
directorships mean only a few hundred people control the western world. This group
issued the Project for the New American Century, outlining goals to keep China and
Russia as managed threats and to extend the hegemony over the middle east by toppling
seven nations. First was Afghanistan with the 9/11 deception, then combining with
Weapons of Mass Destruction ruse allowed toppling of CIA puppet Hussein in Iraq.
Gun running through Qatar and Kuwait to the Mo Bro Hood allowed the ‘spring thing’ in
Tunisia, Yemen, Egypt, Libya, but now stalled in Syria. We own the Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse, War, Famine, Disease and Pestilence, and know how to use them.
NTP: Well, you certainly are a WIZ, we know you’re busy and we’ll provide footnotes
for our Footsoldiers for their further study, so long until next time.
< End of this New Think Progress broadcast >
Joseph A Olson, PE
Oct 25, 2015
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Footnotes for Freedom Fighters Opposed to Fabian-Fascists
Kennebunkport Cosa Nostra….”Dark Legacy: Geo Bush and the Murder of John
Kennedy”….”9/11 Conspiracy Solved, Names, Connections, Details”….”9/11 Trillions,
Follow the Money”….all on youtube. For written material visit the JFK and 9/11 tabs at
Veterans Today, also….”The Mafia, CIA & Geo Bush” by Pete Brewton.
Multilevel History Information Racketeering….History tab at FauxScienceSlayer and the
dozens of biographies and history texts listed as resource.
Multilevel Science Information Racketeering….All of the Science tabs at
FauxScienceSlayer site on Carbon forcing, ‘sustainable’ and ‘peak’ frauds.
It has taken decades of dedicated study to see the mosaic of history and matrix of science
lies that create our current false paradigm reality. Apocalypse is the “end of the world as
you know it”….which can mean epic destruction….or AWAKENING to the fraud of the
world as you have been indoctrinated to “know it”.
Support Universal Freedom….find and share Truth.

